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Together, we are building a fighting movement for economic, racial, social and environmental justice for all. Turn the energy system into 100% renewable energy and create the 20 million jobs needed to solve the climate crisis. Ensure a legitimate transition for communities and workers, including fossil fuel workers. Ensure justice for frontline communities,
especially resource-deprived groups, color communities, Native Americans, people with disabilities, children and the elderly. American families save American families money by investing in weathering, public transportation, modern infrastructure and high-speed broadband. Commit to reducing emissions around the world, such as providing the Green
Climate Fund with 200 billion dollars, re-joining the Paris Agreement, and re-claiming U.S. leadership in the global fight against climate change. Invest in conservation and public land to heal the land of our soils, forests and grasslands. End and take responsibility for the greed of the fossil fuel industry. Create Medicare, a single payer, national health
insurance program for all, provide comprehensive health insurance to all americans and provide it free of charge at the time of service. No network, no insurance premiums, no deductions, no copay, no surprise invoices. Medicare coverage has been expanded and improved to include dental, auditory, vision, home and community-based care, inpatient and
outpatient services, mental health and drug abuse treatment, reproductive and maternity care, prescription drugs, etc. Stop the pharmaceutical industry from tearing up the American people by limiting what Americans pay for prescription drugs under Medicare for All and making sure that no one in the U.S. pays more than 200 dollars a year for the drugs
they need. Establish a moratorium on deportation until a thorough audit of past practices and policies is completed. Resurrect and expand DACA and develop humanitarian policies for those seeking asylum. Completely restructure and reform the immigration enforcement system, including splitting ICE and CBP and redistribution of functions to the
appropriate authorities. Dismantling cruel and inhumane deportation programs and detention centers to reunite separated families. In accordance with our ideals as a nation, welcome refugees and those seeking asylum, including those evacuated by climate change. Our campaign calls for a 21st century Economic Rights Code that guarantees all citizens the
right to the basic necessities of life and guarantees their rights regardless of American income, race, religion, gender, country of birth, or sexual orientation. We guarantee tuition and debt-free public universities, universities, HBC, minority serving institutes, and trade schools to all. Revoke all student loan obligations to about 45 million Americans with debts of
about 1.6 trillion dollars and cap student loan ratesAdvance at 1.88 percent. Every year we invest 1.3 billion dollars in private, non-profit historically black universities and minority institutions to close the stock gap in achieving higher education. We will also expand Pergrand to cover non-tuition and fee fees, and ensure that students can cover non-tuition fees
for attending school by providing three times the funding of the work study program. He is a member of a double association in Barney's first term. Establish federal protection against layoffs of workers for reasons other than justifiable grounds. Provide labor unions with the ability to form a first contract provision that will be organized through a majority sign-
up process and prevent companies from forming unions by denying the first contract. Eliminate the right to work for fewer people law, which pays poor wages, outsources jobs abroad, engages in the destruction of labor unions, denies good interests, and rejects federal contracts against companies that pay outlandy compensation packages to CEOs, and
guarantees the right to join labor unions for workers historically excluded from labor protections such as farm workers and household workers. Expand social security benefits for all recipients and protect their pensions. Guarantee home and community-based nursing care services. Protect our most vulnerable elderly by four times the funding of the Elderly
American Act and expanding other programs that the elderly depend on. Expand and train the necessary direct care workforce. It will end the housing crisis by investing 2.5 trillion dollars to build about 10 million permanently affordable homes. Protect tenants by implementing nationwide rent management standards and justifiable reason requirements for e-
mail and ensuring the right to serve as a lawyer in a housing dispute. Make rent affordable by making Section 8 vouchers available to all eligible families without a weight list and strengthening the Fair Housing Act. End the homeless and invest USD 70 billion in repair, decarbonization and construction of new public housing to ensure fair housing to revitalize
public housing. Eliminate VA profit backlogs, provide full funding to VA, provide resources, and revoke the disastrous privatization of services for veterans. Fill about 50,000 vacancies in VA in Bernie's first year. We will provide at least USD 62 billion in new funding to repair, modernize, and rebuild the VA infrastructure. Expand VA's caregiver program as well
as mental health services for veterans Reform harmful VA regulations that restrict access to care and benefits based on the nature of the discharge. End the for-profit leprosy of our criminal justice system: by banning for-profit prisons and jails, ending cash bail, and providing free prison and prison communications, re-entry, re-use, and treatment programs.
Ensure appropriate processes and advice by significantly increasing and funding for public defendersFormula to ensure that the population has the smallest number of public defenders to meet their needs. By abolishing the death penalty, three strike laws, and expanding the use of alternatives to detention, reducing the population of national prisons in half,
legalising marijuana, and expelling past convictions, ending drug wars and treating children who interact with the judicial system as children, undoing addiction crimes that change the way drug wars end, mental health emergencies, homelessness end relied on the police to deal with maintenance violations and other low-level situations. Reform our aging
prison system, guarantee the Criminal Code of Rights and ensure just a transition for individuals imprisoned upon their release. Cancel community crime, end the cycle of violence, provide support to crime survivors, and invest in our community. Ensure law enforcement accountability and robust supervision, including banning the use of facial recognition
software for policing. Eliminate all of the 81 billion U.S. dollars in health care obligations held by 79 million Americans (one in six Americans). The Reform Bankruptcy Act uses the existing bankruptcy court system to provide relief to people with burdeny medical debt. Create a secure public credit registry to replace for-profit credit reporting agencies. Bernie
Sanders and Cardi B sat at Ten Nail Bar in Detroit to discuss the major issues facing our country. Providing fair funding to public schools that provide motivation for the unsealable benefits of charter schools to combat racial discrimination and school separation, teachers will be given much more of a natural raise by setting teachers' starting salary at more
than 60,000 dollars, expanding collective negotiation rights and teacher tenure, and paying out-of-pocket costs for classroom materials. Strengthen the Disability Education Act (IDEA) by providing at least 50% of the federal government's funds for special education and providing the necessary support to special education teachers. Provides free universal
school lunches all year-on-year and encourages local food. Protect all students' rights from harassment, discrimination, and violence, and make schools safe and inclusive by enacting comprehensive gun violence prevention laws. Rebuild, modernize, and green our schools. Limit consumer loan and credit card rates to 15% for all financial institutions,
allowing the state to go further. Ensure that all post offices provide basic and affordable banking services and end loan discrimination. Invest 10 billion dollars to create and expand HBCU medical, dental and teacher training programs that make all public and private HBCU, tribal universities, and many MSI tuition-freeHBCU Infrastructure grants and cancels
all agency HBCU loan debts from the Capital Finance Program Double Title III and Title V Fund to reduce the funding gap between HBCU and MSI and mainly white institutions, issuing administrative orders to reduce the fiscal gap between HBCU and mainly white institutions, Establish an annual tax on the extreme wealth of the top 0.1 percent of U.S.
households issuing an administrative order to strengthen the White House initiative on HBCU to eliminate racial disparities in our college education system. Anything that applies only to net worth of more than 32 million dollars and has a net worth of less than 32 million dollars will not see any taxes go up under this plan. It will raise an estimated USD 4.35
trillion over the next decade, reducing the wealth of billioners in half over the next 15 years, and significantly eliminating the wealth and concentration of power in this small privileged class. Make sure that the wealthy can't escape taxes by implementing strong enforcement policies. Dealing with five main types of violence against black, brown, and indigenous
Americans: physical, political, legal, economic, and environmental. Address broken criminal justice systems, large gaps in financial services availability, health disparities, environmental disparities, and educational disparities. Create a country where all people are treated equally. All Internet service providers are required to provide a basic Internet plan that
provides 150 billion dollars through the Green New Deal of Infrastructure Grants and that municipalities and states are publicly and democratically managed cooperatives, or open access broadband networks. Restore the Voting Rights Act and overturn the Civil Union. End racist voter oppression and partisan gerrymander. Make Election Day a national
holiday, secure automatic voter registration, and guarantee the right to vote for all Americans over the age of 18, including Americans currently imprisoned or divided by feces convictions. Abolish Super PAC and replace corporate funds with publicly funded elections to amplify small donations. Level the stadium for farmers and farm workers. We will
strengthen the response to climate change and the protection of ecosystems to farmers, forests and ranchers. Promote investment for the revitalization of rural areas. Companies with a large gap between the median of CEOs and workers' wages will gradually see higher corporate tax rates. Applies to all private and public companies with annual sales of
more than 100 million dollars. conduct a foreign policy focused on democracy, human rights, diplomacy and peace.Fair. Allow Congress to re-assert its constitutional role in making war so that the president can make unsaled and unconstitutional interventions abroad. Follow the American people who don't want endless war. End U.S. support for Saudi-led
intervention in Yemen, which caused the world's worst humanitarian catastrophe. Adopt equal pay for equal work through the Pay-Check Fairness Act. Oppose all efforts to weaken or overturn Roe v. Wade, and appoint a federal judge to upon the most basic rights of women. Fight to end sexual harassment, discrimination, and violence in the workplace,
military, or other institutions. Banning all corporate contributions to all committees associated with the Democratic Convention, as president, he bans all corporate donations for inaugurations and limits individual donations to 500 dollars. Update and strengthen federal campaign laws to return to the mandatory public funding system for the National Party
Congress. The Equality Act, which allows all children to pass family laws and other bills, prohibits discrimination against LGBTQ+ people. Make sure that LGBTQ+ people have comprehensive health insurance without discrimination from their customers. Promote policies to allow students to attend school without fear of bullying, and work to significantly
reduce suicide. Health care guarantees, including mental health care and home-based and community-based services, and support without waitlists, asset or income restrictions, as human rights for everyone in the United States, reverse the Trump administration's attack on SSDI/SSI, end the backlog of large-scale failure applications, By suspending the
penalty for an asset test and marriage and raising the SSI benefit level to 125% of the poverty level, we will protect social security disability insurance and supplemental security income programs and actively enforc the Supreme Court's Olmsted ruling, including those with expanding mental illness. As President, Sanders is working to implement the Supreme
Court's groundbreaking Ormusted decision to protect the rights of people with disabilities to gain support in the community. This plan gives particular priority to Japan's humanitarian crisis.The incarceration of people with mental illness ensures that the state leverages Olmstead to fund voluntary, community-based mental health services that can save lives
and keep people in the community. Provide at least 50% of the federal government's funding for providing services to students with disabilities and provide the necessary funds to ensure that the federal government's original commitment when the IDEA was passed exceeds 40%. The plan will also provide schools with 100% of the additional cost of providing
services to students with disabilities in general education classrooms, exceeding the cost of average spending per student. Use executive authority to reject both new proposal updates and new proposals from the state and put faulty and dicrepid services under the control of a for-profit managed healthcare organization. Create a National Disability
Coordination Bureau run by people with disabilities and focus on coordinating and implementing disability policies to promote the full inclusion of persons with disabilities, including that all aspects of public resources comply with the ADA and that the civil rights of persons with disabilities are protected and expanded. End the minimum wage for workers with
disabilities while guaranteeing employment and living wages in the community for all. Pass the Disability Integration Act and establish clear standards for providing high-quality services. The damage from Hurricane Irma and Maria will be repaired and Puerto Rico will be given debt relief to the rebuilding territory, so it must be desperately rebuilt with dignity.
Ensure a strong social safety net for the people of Puerto Rico by ensuring access to health care, nutrition aid, veteran benefits and quality public schools. It passes the 99.8 percent law to establish a progressive real estate tax on the inheritance of many billioners and billioners. End special tax cuts on capital gains and top 1% dividends Comprehensive
Prosperity Act imposes taxes on Wall Street speculators through financial transaction taxes. Take on the effects of corruption on the NRA and Washington. Expand the background check. Finish the loophole of the gun show. All gun purchases should be subject to the same background check criteria. Prohibit the sale and distribution of assault weapons.
Assault weapons are designed and sold as tools of war. There is no reason to sell these firearms to civilians. Prohibit high-capacity ammunition magazines. Implement a buy-back program to get assault weapons from the street. We currently regulate attack weapons in the same way that we regulate fully automatic weapons - essentially a system that allows
them to own. Crack down on straw purchases where people buy guns for criminals. Support the Red Flag law and the law and ensure that guns are protected from domestic handsVacate and expulsion to legalize marijuana in executive action in the first 100 days banning 3D printing of stalker firearms and bump stocks Legalized marijuana ensures that
revenue from legitimate marijuana will be reinvested in communities hit hardest in the drug war The struggle to protect their treaties and sovereignty does not turn into a big tobacco stand with Native Americans, which improves the quality of life of Native Americans by promoting traditional lifestyles and protecting trust responsibilities. Honoring the rights and
sovereignty of the Native American Tribal Treaty, we will move from a relationship of father principle and domination to one of the postponements and support. Re-authoring and expanding violence laws against women so that they can provide important resources for women in India and prosecute all tribes for non-native criminals. Dissolve the bank that
failed too big and end the doctrine of the prison too big. Revive the Glass-Stigal Act, revive interest rates and ATM fees, and ensure that all post offices offer basic and affordable banking services. Audit the Federal Reserve and make it a more democratic institution to meet the needs of Wall Street billioners as well as ordinary Americans. Basically, to prevent
outsourcing of American employment and raise wages, we will rewrite all trade agreements into trades. Ensure that strong and binding labor, environmental, and human rights standards are written in the core text of all trade agreements. Eliminate incentives burned into current trade and tax agreements to make it easier for multinational companies to ship
jobs overseas. Undo the harm the trade agreement has caused to family farmers. To ensure that everyone is guaranteed a stable job paying a living wage, enact a federal employment guarantee signing an administrative order to terminate a federal contract with a company that outsources American work. Create 20 million jobs, rebuild collapsed
infrastructure, and build a 100% sustainable energy system as part of the Green New Deal. We create millions of medical professionals to support the elderly and disabled in their homes and communities. Create new jobs through early childhood education Basically, the wealth of the economy puts it back in the hands of the workers who create it. Give
workers ownership of working companies. At the end of eliminating corrupt corporate mergers and monopolies, such as reviewing all mergers made during the Trump administration and enacting new merger guidelines, companies will be forced to pay fair taxes by canceling Trump's corporate tax cuts, closing corporate tax loopholes and sourcing up to three
trillion dollars over a decade. Bernie is relying on all of us to keep fighting for our progressive agenda. There isIn one way, we will transform this country. Add your name to Tell Barney that you're Mobile alerts from a friend of Bernie Sanders. Recurrence messages. Bernie Sanders friends will not be charged for these updates, but carrier messages &amp;
data rates may apply. If you want to stop receiving messages, set the text STOP to 67760. For more information, specify HELP in text at 67760. Conditions paid by a friend of Bernie Sanders (not a billioner) Bernie Sanders's friend P.E. Box 391 Burlington, VT 05402© Bernie Sanders' friend was paid by a friend of Bernie Sanders (not a billioner) billioner)
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